BED BUGS IN SCHOOLS AND CHILDCARES

Information and Actions for Prevention and Control
Pest control is always a challenge
in spaces used by large numbers
of people such as schools and
childcares. The control of bed
bugs is no exception. However,
there is important information
regarding their habits that can
be used both to control bed bugs
within a school or childcare
building and prevent it from
becoming a hub for spreading
bed bugs to the homes of families
and staff.

BASIC BED BUG FACTS
1. Bed bugs are a growing problem
worldwide, seeing exponential
growth in the past 10 years.
2. Adults are visible with the naked
eye – about the size, shape and
color of an apple seed.
3. They do not jump or ﬂy. The way
they get around is to crawl or
hitchhike on moveable objects.
4. They ONLY feed on blood –
sanitation is not an issue.
5. They like to hide in folds of
fabric, seams of upholstered items,
and cracks and crevices closest to
sleeping areas.
6. They are most active at night but
only because that’s when most of
us sleep. If we sleep during the
day they will be active then as well.
7. They do not transmit diseases
from animal to human nor from
person to person.
8. Anyone can get bed bugs.

WHAT ARE THE CONCERNS?
Bed bugs do not like living in a school or childcare facility. They prefer to be in
structures where people sleep at night. The main concern for these spaces is the
transfer of bed bugs from child to child, child to structure, structure to staff, etc. Bed
bugs are notorious stowaways and may hitch a ride in or on bags, clothing, books, and
other items, so they are easily brought to and from infested places. Here are some basic
steps schools and childcares can do to help control bed bug transfers.

BE PROACTIVE
❑ Educate everyone.
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problem. Download MPAC's factsheet from www.midwestpesticideaction.org.
bedbugsfactsheet.
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facility such as blankets, pillows, and dress-up clothes.
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become a problem, either in the facility or a home—bed bugs are often
incorrectly associated with bad sanitation.
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❑ Keep it clean.
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when possible.
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and bookcases.
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spreading bed bugs to other areas.
❑ Maintain the building to prevent pest problems.
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moldings with paint or caulk; secure loose tiles; remove carpeting when possible;
repair holes, peeling wallpaper, and chipping paint.
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procedures for reducing the risk of infestation and transportation of bed bugs and
what to do if bed bugs are discovered.

WHAT TO DO...
If you ﬁnd bed bugs on a person or belongings
This situation often indicates that there is a problem with bed bugs at
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them with as much bed bug information as possible, and answer all
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Should A Child Be Sent Home?
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suspected of bringing in bed bugs should not be
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days can impact a student in many ways that limit
the ability to achieve. Control and treatment for bed
bugs may take many weeks, making forced expulsion
of students impractical. Increased awareness and
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they can heighten their awareness and protect themselves.
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of bringing bed bugs into the facility.

If you ﬁnd bites
Bed bug bites are very difﬁcult to distinguish from most other types
of bug bites and most people don’t react to the bites. Bed bug bites are
usually multiple and arranged in a semi-circle or line on the face, neck,
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area well, apply an antiseptic, and monitor for infection. Skin creams
containing corticosteroids and oral antihistamines may be advised
in the presence of itching or allergic reaction. More severe reactions
should be treated in consultation with a medical professional.

If an infestation at a childcare or school is suspected
In addition to all the preventative measures listed, it is recommended
that the facility hire a pest control company experienced in Integrated
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hire a company based on price alone; make sure the company is
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identiﬁcation of bed bugs is completed.
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PESTICIDE USE
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childcares to stop routine pesticide spraying and
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control. IPM is a proven method of pest control
that emphasizes simple, practical, and inexpensive
prevention practices that cause the least harm to
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schools to notify parents and staff before pesticides
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Bed bugs and especially their eggs are resistant to
most pesticides. Since childcares and schools act as a
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preventing this transfer through education, building
maintenance, and people management. If bed bugs
do become established in a building, treatment may
be necessary. Effective treatment usually includes
using heat through steam and other methods,
sometimes coupled with the conservative use of
pesticides in cracks and crevices. Only use pesticides
labeled for bed bug control, and always remember to
follow the law when used.
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guarantee their work for longer than 30 days.
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broadcast pesticide including sprays and dusts. Please read the box
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being done to ensure the contract is being fulﬁlled.
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